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Eventually, you will certainly discover a further experience and success by spending more cash. nevertheless when? reach you allow
that you require to acquire those every needs in imitation of having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in
the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even more concerning the globe, experience, some places, in the
same way as history, amusement, and a lot more?
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IMPACT OF AIRPORT PAVEMENT DEICING PRODUCTS ON AIRCRAFT AND AIRFIELD INFRASTRUCTURE
Transportation Research Board "TRB's Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Synthesis 6: Impact of Airport
Pavement Deicing Products on Aircraft and Airﬁeld Infrastructure explores how airports chemically treat their airport
pavements to mitigate snow and ice, and the chemicals used. The report also examines the eﬀects of pavement
deicing products on aircraft and airﬁeld infrastructure, and highlights knowledge gaps in the subject"--Publisher's
description.

SHAPES AND SHELLS IN NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
A detailed review of the key models of nuclear structure and dynamics.

CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS
COMPOSITION, PROPERTIES, APPLICATION
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG Aside from water the materials which are used by mankind in highest quantities
arecementitious materials and concrete. This book shows how the quality of the technical product depends on mineral
phases and their reactions during the hydration and strengthening process. Additives and admixtures inﬂ uence the
course of hydration and the properties. Options of reducing the CO2-production in cementitious materials are
presented and numerous examples of unhydrous and hydrous phases and their formation conditions are discussed.
This editorial work consists of four parts including cement composition and hydration, Special cement and binder
mineral phases, Cementitious and binder materials, and Measurement and properties. Every part contains diﬀerent
contributions and covers a broad range within the area. Contents Part I: Cement composition and hydration Diﬀraction
and crystallography applied to anhydrous cements Diﬀraction and crystallography applied to hydrating cements
Synthesis of highly reactive pure cement phases Thermodynamic modelling of cement hydration: Portland cements –
blended cements – calcium sulfoaluminate cements Part II: Special cement and binder mineral phases Role of
hydrotalcite-type layered double hydroxides in delayed pozzolanic reactions and their bearing on mortar dating Setting
control of CAC by substituted acetic acids and crystal structures of their calcium salts Crystallography and crystal
chemistry of AFm phases related to cement chemistry Part III: Cementitious and binder materials Chemistry, design
and application of hybrid alkali activated binders Binding materials based on calcium sulphates Magnesia building
material (Sorel cement) – from basics to application New CO2-reduced cementitious systems Composition and
properties of ternary binders Part IV: Measurement and properties Characterization of microstructural properties of
Portland cements by analytical scanning electron microscopy Correlating XRD data with technological properties No
cement production without refractories

DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
John Wiley & Sons Incorporated Publisher Description

PERFORMANCE-BASED SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTROL OF CONCRETE DURABILITY
STATE-OF-THE-ART REPORT RILEM TC 230-PSC
Springer This work gives an overview of signiﬁcant research from recent years concerning performance-based design
and quality control for concrete durability and its implementation. In engineering practice, performance approaches
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are often still used in combination with prescriptive requirements. This is largely because, for most durability test
methods, suﬃcient practical experience still has to be gained before engineers and owners are prepared to fully rely
on them. This book, compiled by RILEM TC 230-PSC, is intended to assist eﬀorts to successfully build the foundation for
the full implementation of performance-based approaches through the exchange of relevant knowledge and experience
between researchers and practitioners worldwide.

THE QUEST FOR ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Cambridge University Press Artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) is a ﬁeld within computer science that is attempting to build
enhanced intelligence into computer systems. This book traces the history of the subject, from the early dreams of
eighteenth-century (and earlier) pioneers to the more successful work of today's AI engineers. AI is becoming more
and more a part of everyone's life. The technology is already embedded in face-recognizing cameras, speechrecognition software, Internet search engines, and health-care robots, among other applications. The book's many
diagrams and easy-to-understand descriptions of AI programs will help the casual reader gain an understanding of how
these and other AI systems actually work. Its thorough (but unobtrusive) end-of-chapter notes containing citations to
important source materials will be of great use to AI scholars and researchers. This book promises to be the deﬁnitive
history of a ﬁeld that has captivated the imaginations of scientists, philosophers, and writers for centuries.

LIMIT ANALYSIS AND CONCRETE PLASTICITY
CRC Press First published in 1984, Limit Analysis and Concrete Plasticity explains for advanced design engineers the
principles of plasticity theory and its application to the design of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures,
providing a thorough understanding of the subject, rather than simply applying current design formulas. Updated and
revised th

MANUAL OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCED CONCRETE DEEP BEAMS
CRC Press The contents of this book have been chosen with the following main aims: to review the present coverage of
the major design codes and the CIRIA guide, and to explain the fundamental behaviour of deep beams; to provide
information on design topics which are inadequately covered by the current codes and design manuals; and to give
authoritative revie

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Cengage Learning Readers learn to master the basic principles of structural analysis using the classical approach found
in Kassimali's distinctive STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS, 6th Edition. This edition presents structural analysis concepts in a
logical order, progressing from an introduction of each topic to an analysis of statically determinate beams, trusses
and rigid frames, and then to the analysis of statically indeterminate structures. Practical, solved problems integrated
throughout each presentation help illustrate and clarify the book's fundamental concepts, while the latest examples
and timely content reﬂect today's most current professional standards. Kassimali's STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS, 6th Edition
provides the foundation needed for advanced study and professional success. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES
The 14th edition of the classic text, Design of Concrete Structures, is completely revised using the newly released 2008
ACI (American Concrete Institute) Code. This new edition has the same dual objectives as the previous editions; ﬁrst to
establish a ﬁrm understanding of the behavior of structural concrete, then to develop proﬁciency in the methods used
in current design practice. Design of Concrete Structures covers the behavior and design aspects of concrete and
provides updated examples and homework problems. New material on slender columns, seismic design, anchorage
using headed deformed bars, and reinforcing slabs for shear using headed studs has been added. The notation has
been thouroughly updated to match changes in the ACI Code. The text also presents the basic mechanics of structural
concrete and methods for the design of individual members for bending, shear, torsion, and axial force, and provides
detail in the various types of structural systems applications, including an extensive presentation of slabs, footings,
foundations, and retaining walls.

ADVANCED CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY
John Wiley & Sons Over the past two decades concrete has enjoyed a renewed level of research and testing, resulting in
the development of many new types of concrete. Through the use of various additives, production techniques and
chemical processes, there is now a great degree of control over the properties of speciﬁc concretes for a wide range of
applications. New theories, models and testing techniques have also been developed to push the envelope of concrete
as a building material. There is no current textbook which brings all of these advancements together in a single
volume. This book aims to bridge the gap between the traditional concrete technologies and the emerging state-ofthe-art technologies which are gaining wider use.

CORROSION OF STEEL IN CONCRETE
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PREVENTION, DIAGNOSIS, REPAIR
John Wiley & Sons Steel-reinforced concrete is used ubiquitously as a building material due to its unique combination of
the high compressive strength of concrete and the high tensile strength of steel. Therefore, reinforced concrete is an
ideal composite material that is used for a wide range of applications in structural engineering such as buildings,
bridges, tunnels, harbor quays, foundations, tanks and pipes. To ensure durability of these structures, however,
measures must be taken to prevent, diagnose and, if necessary, repair damage to the material especially due to
corrosion of the steel reinforcement. The book examines the diﬀerent aspects of corrosion of steel in concrete, starting
from basic and essential mechanisms of the phenomenon, moving up to practical consequences for designers,
contractors and owners both for new and existing reinforced and prestressed concrete structures. It covers general
aspects of corrosion and protection of reinforcement, forms of attack in the presence of carbonation and chlorides,
problems of hydrogen embrittlement as well as techniques of diagnosis, monitoring and repair. This second edition
updates the contents with recent ﬁndings on the diﬀerent topics considered and bibliographic references, with
particular attention to recent European standards. This book is a self-contained treatment for civil and construction
engineers, material scientists, advanced students and architects concerned with the design and maintenance of
reinforced concrete structures. Readers will beneﬁt from the knowledge, tools, and methods needed to understand
corrosion in reinforced concrete and how to prevent it or keep it within acceptable limits.

JOHANNESBURG
MYTHS OF THE RUNE STONE
VIKING MARTYRS AND THE BIRTHPLACE OF AMERICA
U of Minnesota Press What do our myths say about us? Why do we choose to believe stories that have been disproven?
David M. Krueger takes an in-depth look at a legend that held tremendous power in one corner of Minnesota, helping
to deﬁne both a community’s and a state’s identity for decades. In 1898, a Swedish immigrant farmer claimed to have
discovered a large rock with writing carved into its surface in a ﬁeld near Kensington, Minnesota. The writing told a
North American origin story, predating Christopher Columbus’s exploration, in which Viking missionaries reached what
is now Minnesota in 1362 only to be massacred by Indians. The tale’s credibility was quickly challenged and ultimately
undermined by experts, but the myth took hold. Faith in the authenticity of the Kensington Rune Stone was a crucial
part of the local Nordic identity. Accepted and proclaimed as truth, the story of the Rune Stone recast Native
Americans as villains. The community used the account as the basis for civic celebrations for years, and advocates for
the stone continue to promote its validity despite the overwhelming evidence that it was a hoax. Krueger puts this
stubborn conviction in context and shows how conﬁdence in the legitimacy of the stone has deep implications for a
wide variety of Minnesotans who embraced it, including Scandinavian immigrants, Catholics, small-town boosters, and
those who desired to commemorate the white settlers who died in the Dakota War of 1862. Krueger demonstrates how
the resilient belief in the Rune Stone is a form of civil religion, with aspects that defy logic but illustrate how
communities characterize themselves. He reveals something unique about America’s preoccupation with divine right
and its troubled way of coming to terms with the history of the continent’s ﬁrst residents. By considering who is
included, who is left out, and how heroes and villains are created in the stories we tell about the past, Myths of the
Rune Stone oﬀers an enlightening perspective on not just Minnesota but the United States as well.

DECARBONIZATION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
INTERNAL POLICIES AND EXTERNAL STRATEGIES
Springer The authors examine how far internal policies in the European Union move towards the objective of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions in the EU by 80-95 per cent by 2050, and how or whether the EU's 2050 objective to
'decarbonise' could aﬀect the EU's relations with a number of external energy partners.

RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE TO CHLORIDE INGRESS
TESTING AND MODELLING
CRC Press Chloride ingress in reinforced concrete induces corrosion and consequent spilling and structural weakness,
and it occurs world-wide and imposes an enormous cost. Yet it can be resisted by using test methods and relevant
models for service life prediction.Resistance of Concrete to Chloride Ingress sets out current understanding of chloride
transport

DESIGN OF SLABS-ON-GROUND
American Concrete Institute

FAILURE, DISTRESS AND REPAIR OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES
Elsevier Understanding and recognising failure mechanisms in concrete is a fundamental pre-requisite to determining
the type of repair, or whether a repair is feasible. This title provides a review of concrete deterioration and damage, as
well as looking at the problem of defects in concrete. It also discusses condition assessment and repair techniques.
Part one discusses failure mechanisms in concrete and covers topics such as causes and mechanisms of deterioration
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in reinforced concrete, types of damage in concrete structures, types and causes of cracking and condition assessment
of concrete structures. Part two reviews the repair of concrete structures with coverage of themes such as standards
and guidelines for repairing concrete structures, methods of crack repair, repair materials, bonded concrete overlays,
repairing and retroﬁtting concrete structures with ﬁber-reinforced polymers, patching deteriorated concrete structures
and durability of repaired concrete. With its distinguished editor and international team of contributors, Failure and
repair of concrete structures is a standard reference for civil engineers, architects and anyone working in the
construction sector, as well as those concerned with ensuring the safety of concrete structures. Provides a review of
concrete deterioration and damage Discusses condition assessment and repair techniques, standards and guidelines

RECYCLED AGGREGATE CONCRETE STRUCTURES
Springer This book describes how, given the global challenge of a shortage of natural resources in the 21st century, the
recycling of waste concrete is one of the most important means of implementing sustainable construction development
strategies. Firstly, the book presents key ﬁndings on the micro- and meso-structure of recycled aggregate concrete
(RAC), while the second part focuses on the mechanical properties of RAC: the strength, elastic modulus, Poisson’s
ratio, stress-strain curve, etc. The third part of the book explores research on the durability of RAC: carbonization,
chloride penetration, shrinkage and creep. It then presents key information on the mechanical behavior and seismic
performance of RAC elements and structures: beams, columns, slabs, beam-column joints, and frames. Lastly, the book
puts forward design guidelines for recycled aggregate concrete structures. Taken as a whole, the research results –
based on a series of investigations the author has condu cted on the mechanical properties, durability and structural
performance of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) over the past 10 years – demonstrate that, with proper design and
construction, it is safe and feasible to utilize RAC structures in civil engineering applications. The book will greatly
beneﬁt researchers, postgraduates, and engineers in civil engineering with an interest in this ﬁeld.

CORROSION IN REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES
Elsevier Reinforced concrete has the potential to be very durable and capable of withstanding a variety of adverse
environmental conditions. However, failures in the structures do still occur as a result of premature reinforcement
corrosion. In this authoritative book the fundamental aspects of this complex process are analysed; focusing on
corrosion of the reinforcing steel, and looking particularly, at new scientiﬁc and technological developments.
Monitoring techniques, including the newly developed online-monitoring, are examined, as well as the numerical
methods used to simulate corrosion and perform parameter studies. The inﬂuence of composition and microstructure
of concrete on corrosion behaviour is explored. The second half of the book, which deals with corrosion prevention
methods, starts with a discussion on stainless steels as reinforcement materials. There are comprehensive reviews of
the use of surface treatments and coatings, of the application of corrosion inhibitors and of the application of
electrochemical techniques. In each case the necessary scientiﬁc fundamentals are explained and practical instances
of use are looked at. This is an invaluable guide for engineers, materials scientists and researchers in the ﬁeld of
structural concrete. Fundamental aspects of corrosion in concrete are analysed in detail Explores how to minimise the
eﬀects of corrosion in concrete Invaluable guide for engineers, materials scientists and researchers in the ﬁeld of
structural concrete

QUANTUM COMPUTATION AND QUANTUM INFORMATION
Cambridge University Press First-ever comprehensive introduction to the major new subject of quantum computing and
quantum information.

CONCRETE SEMANTICS
WITH ISABELLE/HOL
Springer Part I of this book is a practical introduction to working with the Isabelle proof assistant. It teaches you how to
write functional programs and inductive deﬁnitions and how to prove properties about them in Isabelle’s structured
proof language. Part II is an introduction to the semantics of imperative languages with an emphasis on applications
like compilers and program analysers. The distinguishing feature is that all the mathematics has been formalised in
Isabelle and much of it is executable. Part I focusses on the details of proofs in Isabelle; Part II can be read even
without familiarity with Isabelle’s proof language, all proofs are described in detail but informally. The book teaches
the reader the art of precise logical reasoning and the practical use of a proof assistant as a surgical tool for formal
proofs about computer science artefacts. In this sense it represents a formal approach to computer science, not just
semantics. The Isabelle formalisation, including the proofs and accompanying slides, are freely available online, and
the book is suitable for graduate students, advanced undergraduate students, and researchers in theoretical computer
science and logic.

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
A FUNDAMENTAL APPROACH
Pearson Completely revised to reﬂect the new ACI 318-08 Building Code and International Building Code, IBC 2009, this
popular book oﬀers a unique approach to examining the design of prestressed concrete members in a logical, step-bystep trial and adjustment procedure. Integrates handy ﬂow charts to help readers better understand the steps needed
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for design and analysis. Includes a revised chapter containing the latest ACI and AASHTO Provisions on the design of
post-tensioned beam end anchorage blocks using the strut-and-tie approach in conformity with ACI 318-08 Code.
Oﬀers a new complete section with two extensive design examples using the strut-and-tie approach for the design of
corbels and deep beams. Features an addition to the elastic method of design, with comprehensive design examples
on LRFD and Standard AASHTO designs of bridge deck members for ﬂexure, shear and torsion, conforming to the latest
AASHTO speciﬁcations. Includes a revised chapter on slender columns, including a simpliﬁed load-contour biaxial
bending method which is easier to apply in desiign, using moments rather than loads in the reciprocal approach. A
useful construction reference for engineers.

MULTI-STOREY PRECAST CONCRETE FRAMED STRUCTURES
John Wiley & Sons Precast reinforced and prestressed concrete frames provide ahigh strength, stable, durable and
robust solution for anymulti-storey structure, and are widely regarded as a high quality,economic and architecturally
versatile technology for theconstruction of multi-storey buildings. The resulting buildingssatisfy a wide range of
commercial and industrial needs. Precastconcrete buildings behave in a diﬀerent way to those where theconcrete is
cast in-situ, with the components subject to diﬀerentforces and movements. These factors are explored in detail in
thesecond edition of Multi-Storey Precast Concrete FramedStructures, providing a detailed understanding of
theprocedures involved in precast structural design. This new editionhas been fully updated to reﬂect recent
developments, and includesmany structural calculations based on EUROCODE standards. These areshown in parallel
with similar calculations based on BritishStandards to ensure the designer is fully aware of the diﬀerencesrequired in
designing to EUROCODE standards. Civil and structural engineers as well as ﬁnal year undergraduateand postgraduate
students of civil and structural engineering willall ﬁnd this book to be thorough overview of this importantconstruction
technology.

REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN TO EUROCODES
DESIGN THEORY AND EXAMPLES, FOURTH EDITION
CRC Press This established and popular textbook has now been extensively rewritten and expanded in line with the
current Eurocodes. It presents the principles of the design of concrete elements and also the design of complete
structures, and provides practical illustrations of the theory. It explains the background to the Eurocode rules and goes
beyond the c

PRECAST CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CRC Press This second edition of Precast Concrete Structures introduces the conceptual design ideas for the
prefabrication of concrete structures and presents a number of worked examples that translate designs from BS 8110
to Eurocode EC2, before going into the detail of the design, manufacture, and construction of precast concrete multistorey buildings. Detailed structural analysis of precast concrete and its use is provided and some details are
presented of recent precast skeletal frames of up to forty storeys. The theory is supported by numerous worked
examples to Eurocodes and European Product Standards for precast reinforced and prestressed concrete elements,
composite construction, joints and connections and frame stability, together with extensive speciﬁcations for precast
concrete structures. The book is extensively illustrated with over 500 photographs and line drawings.

ANCHORAGE IN CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
John Wiley & Sons A comprehensive treatment of current fastening technology using inserts (anchor channels, headed
stud), anchors (metal expansion anchor, undercut anchor, bonded anchor, concrete screw and plastic anchor) as well
as power actuated fasteners in concrete. It describes in detail the fastening elements as well as their eﬀects and loadbearing capacities in cracked and non-cracked concrete. It further focuses on corrosion behaviour, ﬁre resistance and
characteristics with earthquakes and shocks. It ﬁnishes oﬀ with the design of fastenings according to the European
Technical Approval Guideline (ETAG 001), the Final Draft of the CEN Technical Speciﬁcation 'Design of fastenings for
use in concrete' and the American Standards ACI 318-05, Appendix D and ACI 349-01, Appendix B.

SUPPLEMENTARY CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS IN CONCRETE
FOUNDATION DESIGN: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
PEARSON NEW INTERNATIONAL EDITION
Pearson Higher Ed For undergraduate/graduate-level foundation engineering courses. Covers the subject matter
thoroughly and systematically, while being easy to read. Emphasizes a thorough understanding of concepts and terms
before proceeding with analysis and design, and carefully integrates the principles of foundation engineering with
their application to practical design problems.

RECENT ADVANCES IN STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, VOLUME 1
SELECT PROCEEDINGS OF SEC 2016
Springer This book is a collection of select papers presented at the Tenth Structural Engineering Convention 2016
(SEC-2016). It comprises plenary, invited, and contributory papers covering numerous applications from a wide
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spectrum of areas related to structural engineering. It presents contributions by academics, researchers, and
practicing structural engineers addressing analysis and design of concrete and steel structures, computational
structural mechanics, new building materials for sustainable construction, mitigation of structures against natural
hazards, structural health monitoring, wind and earthquake engineering, vibration control and smart structures,
condition assessment and performance evaluation, repair, rehabilitation and retroﬁt of structures. Also covering
advances in construction techniques/ practices, behavior of structures under blast/impact loading, fatigue and
fracture, composite materials and structures, and structures for non-conventional energy (wind and solar), it will serve
as a valuable resource for researchers, students and practicing engineers alike.

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING, SECOND EDITION
AN INTRODUCTION
MIT Press The signiﬁcantly expanded and updated new edition of a widely used text on reinforcement learning, one of
the most active research areas in artiﬁcial intelligence. Reinforcement learning, one of the most active research areas
in artiﬁcial intelligence, is a computational approach to learning whereby an agent tries to maximize the total amount
of reward it receives while interacting with a complex, uncertain environment. In Reinforcement Learning, Richard
Sutton and Andrew Barto provide a clear and simple account of the ﬁeld's key ideas and algorithms. This second
edition has been signiﬁcantly expanded and updated, presenting new topics and updating coverage of other topics.
Like the ﬁrst edition, this second edition focuses on core online learning algorithms, with the more mathematical
material set oﬀ in shaded boxes. Part I covers as much of reinforcement learning as possible without going beyond the
tabular case for which exact solutions can be found. Many algorithms presented in this part are new to the second
edition, including UCB, Expected Sarsa, and Double Learning. Part II extends these ideas to function approximation,
with new sections on such topics as artiﬁcial neural networks and the Fourier basis, and oﬀers expanded treatment of
oﬀ-policy learning and policy-gradient methods. Part III has new chapters on reinforcement learning's relationships to
psychology and neuroscience, as well as an updated case-studies chapter including AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero, Atari
game playing, and IBM Watson's wagering strategy. The ﬁnal chapter discusses the future societal impacts of
reinforcement learning.

TEACHING AT ITS BEST
A RESEARCH-BASED RESOURCE FOR COLLEGE INSTRUCTORS
John Wiley & Sons Teaching at Its Best This third edition of the best-selling handbook oﬀers faculty at all levels an
essential toolbox of hundreds of practical teaching techniques, formats, classroom activities, and exercises, all of
which can be implemented immediately. This thoroughly revised edition includes the newest portrait of the Millennial
student; current research from cognitive psychology; a focus on outcomes maps; the latest legal options on copyright
issues; and how to best use new technology including wikis, blogs, podcasts, vodcasts, and clickers. Entirely new
chapters include subjects such as matching teaching methods with learning outcomes, inquiry-guided learning, and
using visuals to teach, and new sections address Felder and Silverman's Index of Learning Styles, SCALE-UP
classrooms, multiple true-false test items, and much more. Praise for the Third Edition of Teaching at Its
BestEveryone—veterans as well as novices—will proﬁt from reading Teaching at Its Best, for it provides both theory
and practical suggestions for handling all of the problems one encounters in teaching classes varying in size, ability,
and motivation."—Wilbert McKeachie, Department of Psychology, University of Michigan, and coauthor, McKeachie's
Teaching TipsThis new edition of Dr. Nilson's book, with its completely updated material and several new topics, is an
even more powerful collection of ideas and tools than the last. What a great resource, especially for beginning
teachers but also for us veterans!"—L. Dee Fink, author, Creating Signiﬁcant Learning ExperiencesThis third edition of
Teaching at Its Best is successful at weaving the latest research on teaching and learning into what was already a
thorough exploration of each topic. New information on how we learn, how students develop, and innovations in
instructional strategies complement the solid foundation established in the ﬁrst two editions."—Marilla D. Svinicki,
Department of Psychology, The University of Texas, Austin, and coauthor, McKeachie's Teaching Tips

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE DESIGN, SECOND EDITION
CRC Press Prestressed concrete is widely used in the construction industry in buildings, bridges, and other structures.
The new edition of this book provides up-to-date guidance on the detailed design of prestressed concrete structures
according to the provisions of the latest preliminary version of Eurocode 2: Design of Concrete Structures, DD ENV
1992-1-1: 1992. The emphasis throughout is on design - the problem of providing a structure to fulﬁl a given purpose but fundamental concepts are also described in detail. All major topics are dealt with, including prestressed ﬂat slabs,
an important and growing application in the design of buildings. The text is illustrated throughout with worked
examples and problems for further study. Examples are given of computer spreadsheets for typical design calculations.
Prestressed Concrete Design will be a valuable guide to practising engineers, students and research workers.

INTRODUCTION TO ALGORITHMS
MIT Press The ﬁrst edition won the award for Best 1990 Professional and Scholarly Book in Computer Science and Data
Processing by the Association of American Publishers. There are books on algorithms that are rigorous but incomplete
and others that cover masses of material but lack rigor. Introduction to Algorithms combines rigor and
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comprehensiveness. The book covers a broad range of algorithms in depth, yet makes their design and analysis
accessible to all levels of readers. Each chapter is relatively self-contained and can be used as a unit of study. The
algorithms are described in English and in a pseudocode designed to be readable by anyone who has done a little
programming. The explanations have been kept elementary without sacriﬁcing depth of coverage or mathematical
rigor. The ﬁrst edition became the standard reference for professionals and a widely used text in universities
worldwide. The second edition features new chapters on the role of algorithms, probabilistic analysis and randomized
algorithms, and linear programming, as well as extensive revisions to virtually every section of the book. In a subtle
but important change, loop invariants are introduced early and used throughout the text to prove algorithm
correctness. Without changing the mathematical and analytic focus, the authors have moved much of the
mathematical foundations material from Part I to an appendix and have included additional motivational material at
the beginning.

REINFORCED AND PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
Cambridge University Press This text presents the theoretical and practical aspects of analysis and design, complemented
by numerous design examples.

PRINCIPLES OF PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Springer Science & Business Media Program analysis utilizes static techniques for computing reliable information about
the dynamic behavior of programs. Applications include compilers (for code improvement), software validation (for
detecting errors) and transformations between data representation (for solving problems such as Y2K). This book is
unique in providing an overview of the four major approaches to program analysis: data ﬂow analysis, constraint-based
analysis, abstract interpretation, and type and eﬀect systems. The presentation illustrates the extensive similarities
between the approaches, helping readers to choose the best one to utilize.

THE GREENHOUSE GAS PROTOCOL
A CORPORATE ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING STANDARD
World Resources Inst The GHG Protocol Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard helps companies and other
organizations to identify, calculate, and report GHG emissions. It is designed to set the standard for accurate,
complete, consistent, relevant and transparent accounting and reporting of GHG emissions.
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